Christian Theology and Jewish-Christian Relations
This table includes the records and archives which relate to Christian relations with Jews in their theological teachings, beliefs
and theories about relations with Jews, the Jewish religion and the Jewish background to the early Christian religion and Jesus.
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on index cards found within the library itself with accompanying inventories of the archive contents. Church of Scotland archival
collections are distributed between University of Edinburgh New College Library and the National Archives of Scotland.
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Edinburgh University
New College Library

1579-1636

‘The excellencie of the
Hebrew Language’

Importance of the
Hebrew language
within Christian
spirituality

‘In the Antiquitie
preservation from confusion
from the beginning, and the
eternal lasting of it in
heaven. With an epistle
dedicatory to the Earl of
Haddington, by Walter
Swintoun. Date on Cover
1636: Extracts from
Weemes’ The Christian
Synagogue

MSS WEE

National Archives of
Scotland

02 June 1753

Records of the
Episcopal Church of
Scotland

Bill in favour of Jewish
naturalisation

Records deposited by
congregations, dioceses and
other organisations and
individuals belonging to the
Episcopal Church of
Scotland.

GB 234/ CH12/23/821

Creator: Bishop
Alexander Jolly
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Edinburgh University
Archives

1771-1825

Papers of David Bogue

David Bogue proponent of the
Jewish Mission and
leader of the London
Missionary Society

Consists of notes on Bogue’s
lectures at Gosport College
(c 1790-1825); notes on
Bogue's sermons (17711825); notes on missions;
addresses to students and
ordination charges; and an
occasional diary (1793-1797;
1799-1802; 1814-1817).

GB 237 Coll-1028

Edinburgh University
New College Library

1816-86

Sir George Adam Smith

Church involvement in
British Palestine –
reports and notes on
trips to Palestine and
notes on Julius
Wellhausen’s Old
Testament
Prolegomena to the
History of Israel

Correspondences, sermons,
academic notes, reports,
newspaper cuttings, rollbooks for classes, …

MSS TAY 1.1-7
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Edinburgh University
New College Library

1884

Sir George Adam Smith
Papers

Jewish-Christian
relations and Christian
mission

Letters, correspondences,
speeches, sermons,
photographs of trip to
Palestine in 1891 and 1901
and undated purchase
photographs of Palestine

MSS SMI 1.1-14

Edinburgh University
New College Library

1840

Alexander Thomson of
Banchory Papers

Notes for ‘scheme for
colonising Palestine’

Correspondences, sermons,
academic notes, …

MSS THO

Edinburgh University
New College Library

1890-1907

Alexander Whyte Papers

Sermons “On the
Jewish Church”

Box 6,25 and 35,

Electronic catalogue:
GB 237 Coll-868
New College: WHY 1-41

Edinburgh University
New College

1892-1990

J.H. Oldham Papers

J.H. Oldham was a
significant figure for
the Church of
Scotland in his
involvement in
Christian mission and
the World Council of
Churches – he was also
a member, along with
John Baillie and Karl

In total 27 boxes, 2
volumes, 2 files and 1 letter

MSS OLD/ MSS
5026,/MSS 5027/ <SS
25.3.3

Items of relevance to Jewish
Studies:
-

correspondences
relating to the
World Missionary
Conference 1910,

The ‘Moot’ papers can
be found in boxes 12-14
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Mannheim (outlined
below), of the ‘Moot’
the cross-faith
political discussion
group. His main
significance for
Jewish-Christian
relations was his work
Christianity and the
Race Problem (1924)
which offered a
criticism of race
theory for Christian
theology. The papers
held at New College
span the entirety of
his career and contain
many documents,
which relate directly
and indirectly to
Jewish-Christian
relations in the
twentieth century.

Scope

-

-

German missionaries
in World War I and
Germany in the
1930s
material relating to
the ‘Moot’ including
minutes 1938-47.
Papers, reports,
articles, addresses,
publications and
lectures given by
Oldham

Reference
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Edinburgh University
New College Library

1894-1934

Rev. William Paterson

Jewish-Christian
relations and Christian
mission

Letters, correspondences,
speeches, sermons, …

PAT 01-05

Edinburgh University
New College Library

1898-2003

Correspondences of
Norman Walker
Porteous, Professor of
Hebrew and Semitic
Languages, Edinburgh
University

Includes a lengthy
correspondence with
Martin Buber, Karl
Barth, Rudolf
Bultmann about the
state of Old
Testament studies in
Germany in the 1930s
and 1940s, Isaac
Cohen and J.
Weingreen and
Shermayahu Talmon

Correspondences during
Professorship at Edinburgh
University

MSS POR B1-20

Edinburgh University
Archives

1908-1956

Papers of Rev. Oliver
Rankin Shaw

Early twentieth
century reverend’s
observation of
Biblical, historical and
contemporary Jews,
Jewish customs and
Judaism

Lecture and sermon notes in
manuscript and typescript,
including Rankin's Jewish
religious polemic: a study
of documents here rendered
in English which was
published posthumously in
1956; circa 33 exercise
books of lecture notes while

GB 237 Coll-738
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at Berlin University, 19091910; notes on the festival
of Chanukah; notes and
material on the Pentateuch,
Samuel, Judges, and
preparatory to the study of
the Wisdom literature, and
materials on the history of
the religion of Israel;
materials for lectures on the
theology of the Old
testament; notes and
material for lectures on the
prophets and their teaching
and influence; notes on
Qoheleth, Midrash,
rabbinics, Kabbalah and the
Talmud; notes on the book
of Job; synopsis of material
in W. Eichrodt's Theologie
des Alten Testaments;
material on Jewish
philosophic mystic thought;
and, material on Christian
ethics and pastoral
theology.

Reference
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Edinburgh University
New College Library

1908-1956

John White - First
moderator of the
Church of Scotland
Assembly (1929)

Jewish-Christian
Relations, Christian
Mission and
Evangelism

Letters, Sermons, speeches,
articles, honours
documents, memorabilia

Partially sorted into
106 boxes catalogued
by date for letters
(boxes 1-28), for
sermons and material
in boxes 37-59 and 6282 are neither sorted
chronologically or
thematically

Edinburgh University
Archives

1911-1957

Papers of Rev. William
Manson

Christian academic
engagement with ‘the
Jewish People’

The collection consists of:
formal lectures and notes
on the Apocalypse,
Christianity, Eschatology,
Greek Bible and Language,
Jesus, the Jewish people,
Mark, Moses, Peter, St.
Paul, the Resurrection, and
the Synoptic Gospels, and
much more; informal
lectures and addresses on a
variety of topics ; sermons
and sermon fragments based
on Genesis, Exodus, Samuel,

GB 237 Coll-741
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the Psalms, Isaiah,
Matthew, Mark, Luke, John,
Romans, Corinthians, and
Revelation; prayers of
intercession, for world
peace, communion, funeral
service, Polish protestants,
and more; reviews; extracts
and notes from work of
others; and, miscellaneous
material.

Edinburgh University
New College Library

1924-1990

James Stewart Papers

Jewish-Christian
relations

Sermon on Romans 10:1
‘The Christian and the Jew’

STE -03-05-02
9MS

Edinburgh University
New College Library

1925-1952

William Manson Papers

See above

Not on the electronic
catalogue:

MAN01-37/ Ms
Notebook




Sermons on the
history of the
Jewish People
Jewish origins and
education

MAN01-36/ 7PMS
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Edinburgh University
Archives

1935-1936

Baillie Papers

Christian relations
with National
Socialism and lead
Nazi party members
during the 1930s

John Baillie’s conference
report on two visits of
British clergymen to senior
Nazi party members;
Christian Socialism
compared with Nazi
Socialism; newspapers;
notes and ephemera;
minutes of conference
meetings

GB-237-Bai- 1/17/6

Edinburgh University
Archives

1937-1939

Baillie Papers

Insight into the
Scottish Church’s
perspective on Martin
Niemöller and the
Confessing Church

Letters, notes and material
on Nazi persecution and the
trial of Martin Niemöller

GB 237 BAI 1/17/8

Edinburgh University
Archives

1941-1947

Baillie Papers – Moot
Papers

Christian/Jewish
socialist group
meetings

London based intellectual
group – members included
T.S Eliot, John Baillie and
Karl Mannheim discussing
post-war reconstruction

GB-237-Bai-1/7
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Edinburgh University
Archives

Date
1955-1956

Title
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Papers of David H. Stam

Jewish background to
the Gospels

Scope
Divinity notes at E2003.4
are those on/for:









National Archives of
Scotland

1981-1996

Church of Scotland
Ecumenical Relations

Christian-Jewish
Relations

Reference
GB 237 Coll-1028

Galatians
Ethical theories
Junior Divinity,
given by Baillie
Eschatology, given
by Baillie
The Stoic and his
relationship to
Christianity, given
by Baillie
Christian teaching
about God, given by
Baillie
Jewish backgrounds
of the Gospels,
given by J. Stewart

Papers and records of
Jewish-Christian relations
and general ecumenical
relations

CH1/49/20
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Edinburgh University
Archives
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Baillie Papers

Relevance
Academic engagement
with first century
Judaism and the
Jewish origins of
Christianity

Scope
Lecture of the origin of the
Kingdom of God in Jewish
thinking

Reference
GB 237-Bai-1/4/1/12

